GOLDEN HILLS

COUNSELING
CENTER
INTERNSHIP FAQ’S
WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE?

OUR CLIENTELE

We are a Christian based setting with an atmosphere
of warmth, acceptance, fun and growth. Our desire is
to not only develop therapist who are clinically sound,
but to help them develop personally, professionally and
spiritually while working towards licensure.

Adults, couples, teens and children as young as 3 years
old. You would have the opportunity to see clients in
all age groups.

An important part of our center is helping Christian
Therapists understand the integration of psychology
and theology, how to walk that out healthily and appropriately in the therapeutic setting.
At our training facility we bring on trainees and associates each year and help them move towards licensure.
Once licensed, therapists transition out of our center,
leaving space for others to have the opportunity to
experience our unique way of developing therapists.

OUR EXPECTATIONS
You must be available to join one of our supervision
groups on either Tuesdays or Fridays 1-3 pm. We also
need you to have time for individual supervision on one
of those days as well. You would see clients during
our peak hours which are 3-8 pm. The particular day
you work would be determine on our room availability
when hired. We do have flexibility in scheduling and
can work, around your school schedule.
Due to the nature of the work we do and how we
develop as therapists we expect all of our therapists to
be in their own personal, ongoing therapy as they work
at our center. There are many dynamics that impact
you as you begin your journey in helping others and
we want you to have the best opportunity for success
in this field. We believe that having a place where you
are regularly working through your own issues helps to
make you a better therapist.
We also would expect you to attend the retreat we
hold for our staff about every 2 years.

Our clients generally come from several sources: our
own church body, other churches in the community
and people from the general community who just want
good therapy for a reasonable price.
The main ethnicities we see in our center are Caucasian, African American, Filipino and Hispanic.

TYPES OF ISSUES
Some of the issues we see range from anxiety, depression, relational issues in families and couples, grief,
loss, boundaries, co-dependence, self-image, trauma,
incest survivors, life transitions and spiritual struggles.

SUPERVISION
We provide individual and group supervision on a
weekly basis on either Tuesday or Friday from 1-3 pm.
For our group supervision we have 2 supervisors with
a group of 4-7 therapists. You will also be assigned
one of these supervisors for your individual supervision.
We have three highly qualified supervisors with 26
years of experience supervising between the three of
them. Sharon Andrews LMFT, who has been working
here since 2004, Amanda Goletto LMFT, who has been
working here since 2006 and Denise Olson LMFT,
LPCC our director who has been working here since
1997.
We try to create an atmosphere of fun, warmth and
acceptance as we work towards helping you grow
clinically, professionally and personally. Our desire
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is that you would find your own footing as a clinician
that is unique to you while learning best practices as a
clinician.

INTERVIEW PERIOD/HIRING
We generally do our interviewing in late winter, early
spring time. If you are interested in working at our
center please send your resume to our director Denise
Olson at deniseolson@goldenhills.org. We will let you
know when we would be hiring.
Our interview process is multi staged. We have an
initial interview for 30 minutes. From there we may
have you fill out a form and come back for a second
and possibly a third interview.
We generally hire 2-4 new therapists a year and try to
maintain around 16-19 therapists on our staff.

COMPENSATION
Trainees: receive $15 per client hour
Associates: receive $35 per client hour

QUOTES FROM PREVIOUS ASSOCIATES

“This was the best place to work. I felt like I grew not
only professionally, but personally as well.” A.G.
“I felt so supported working here, it felt like a family
atmosphere.” K.H.
“I never want to leave. I love working here!” J.S.
“I love the facilities, the homey farmhouse makes walking into work a great feeling. I love having this setting
for clients to come to.” M.M.

GOD MADE US AND MENDS US
GOLDEN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER exists because of the vision and heart of Pastor Larry Adams and the elders of
Golden Hills Community Church. In the early 1990s they became more and more aware of the people in the congregation and in the surrounding community who were struggling with various issues in their lives and who needed some
type of individualized professional help in order to work through these problems. They also realized that such help was
often beyond the reach of those who really needed it.
God has blessed their vision and the Counseling Center has grown from a couple of part-time counselors in 1990 to 18
full and part-time counselors currently. The purpose has remained constant throughout this time - to provide professional, affordable Christian counsleing to those that need to experience the healing touch of Jesus.
We strive to be an expression of the healing presence of Jesus in the East County Community through counseling,
training and equipping those people whom God brings for His touch.
We believe that God made us, and God mends us.
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